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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENATE MEETING- October 20, 1993 
Presiding Officer: 
Recording Secretary: 
Sidney Nesselroad 
Sue Tirotta 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Beath and Olivero. 
Visitors: Gerald Stacy, Carolyn Wells, Barbara Radke, Anne Denman, Beverly Heckart, David Dauwalder and Owen Pratz. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
None 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
•MOTION NO. 2920 Eric Roth moved and Mark Zetterberg seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the May 19, 
1993, and June 2, 1993, Faculty Senate minutes as distributed. Motion passed. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-6/14/93 letter from Don Schliesman (1992-93 Interim Provost; 1993-94 Special Assistant to the Provost), regarding President 
Nelson's 6/9/93 call for a review of standards and criteria for awarding honors; referred to Academic Affairs Committee. 
-7/23/93 letter from Thomas Moore, Provost, regarding making Provost an ex officio member of the Faculty Senate; referred to 
Code Committee. 
-7/29/93 report from Libby Street, Chair, 1992-93 Senate Personnel Committee, regarding faculty overloads; referred to Code 
Committee,. 
-9/27/93 letter from Owen Pratz, Psychology, recommending policy change allowing faculty to drop absent students during first 
week of classes; referred to Academic Affairs Committee. 
-10/4/93 letter from Dan Ramsdell, History, regarding faculty appointments to university committees; referred to Executive 
Committee. 
-10/4/93 petition from John Brangwin, Kristan Starbuck and Kris Henry (ASCWU/BOD) regarding amendment to Faculty Senate 
Bylaws; referred to Executive Committee (see New Business below). 
REPORTS 
1. CHAIR 
*MOTION NO. 2921 John Brangwin moved and David Cams seconded a motion to approve the 1993-94 Faculty 
Senate Operating Procedures as follows: 
1993-94 FACUL1Y SENATE OPERATING PROCEDURES 
1. Robert's Rules of Order will be the accepted authority for procedural operations. 
2. Committee reports will be automatically accepted. If there is an action item that a committee desires on 
any report, it is to be separately stated as a motion and the motion will then come before the Senate for 
discussion and debate. The committee will be asked to submit a report and written copies of any motion or 
action that it would like to have taken. 
3. Committee reports and motions shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate office by noon on the Wednesday 
preceding the Senate meeting in which action is expected. This policy allows for the timely mailing of the 
meeting's agenda. As a general rule, substantive committee motions that do not accompany the agenda will 
not be discussed and voted on until a subsequent meeting. An extended agenda will be sent to all Senators, 
who shall give it to their Alternate if they are unable to attend the meeting. 
4. Concerning discussion rules, the Senate will use the procedure of seeking recognition from the Chair if it 
wants to debate an issue. Discussion on arguments for and against the issue will be alternated. A visitor 
will be given recognition if the floor is yielded to him by a Senator. If no Senator desires to speak and a 
visitor would like to make a point, the Chair will recognize the person. If a visitor has made a preliminary 
request to the Senate office for an opportunity to speak or if the Chair invites a person to speak, he will be 
recognized. · 
5. No smoking is allowed in the Samuelson Union Building except in designated areas. 
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1. CHAIR, continued 
*MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2921A Ken CAry moved and Vince Nethery seconded a motion to add the 
following provision to the 1993-94 Operating Procedures: 
6. Adjournment time will be at 5:00 p.m., unless a motion for suspension of the rules is made and passes by a 
two-thirds majority vote. 
Several Senators argued that setting an adjournment time, regardless of the provision for suspension of the 
rules, tends to force hasty debate on critical issues. MOTION AMENDMENT NO. 2921A defeated (12 yes, 
15 no). MOTION NO. 2921 passed. 
. ..... 
*MOTION NO. 2922 Ken Gamon moved and Carolyn Schactler seconded a motion to approve Charles 
McGehee, Sociology, as 1993-94 Faculty Senate Parliamentarian. Motion passed . 
• • • • • 
*MOTION NO. 2923 Ken Gamon moved and Mark Zetterberg seconded a motion to approve the membership 
of the 1993-94 Faculty Senate Standing rAmmittees, as follows: [motion passed} 
1993-94 FACUL'IY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEES 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITrEE 
• Minerva Caples, Education 
rArwin King, rAmmunication 
• Charles McGehee, Sociology 
Jeffrey Snedeker, Music 
Jan Rizzuti, Math 
• STUDENT ASCWU/BOD 
BUDGEf COMMITrEE 
Osman Alawiye, Education 
Don Cocheba, Economics 
• Ken Gamon, Math 
Wayne Klemin, BEAM 
• Charles Rubin, Geology 
CODE COMMITrEE 
Ethan Bergman, Home Ec 
+ Beverly Heckart, History 
Katarin Jurich, Sociology 
David Majsterek, Education 
Owen Pratz, Psychology 
CURRICULUM COMMITrEE 
(3 CLAS, 3 SPS, 3 B&E, 1 LIB, 1 STUDENT) 
Wayne Fairburn[B&E}, BusAdmin 
Wolfgang Franz[B&E}, Economics 
Qara Baker (B&E}, Accounting 
Linda Klug (CLAS}, Anthropology 
• Steve Olson [CLAS, }English 
+ Wesley VanTassel fCLASJ. THArts 
Deloris Johns [SPS}, PE 
Dale LeFevre [SPS}, Education 
Randall Butler ([SPS}, Aerospace 
+ Gerard Hogan (LIB)Library 
STUDENT -- ASCWU/BOD 
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PERSONNEL COMMITrEE 
• Linda Beath, Education 
Marco Bicchieri, Anth 
Russ Schultz, Music 
Libby Street, Psychology 
Blaine Wilson, BEAM 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
• Dan Ramsdell, Hjstory 
??Faculty Legislative Rep 
Rosco Tolman, (CPR) ForLang 
• Ken Gamon(CFR) Math 
Robert Fordan, rAmmunication 
Craig Rademacher, Leisure Services 
COUNCIL OF FACULTY 
REPRESENTATIVES (CPR) 
•Ken Gamon , Math (3 yrs) 
Robert Benton, English (2 yrs) 
Rosco Tolman, ForLang(1 yr) 
FACULTY LEGISLATIVE 
REPRESENTATIVE (FLR) 
?? 
• Senator; + Alternate 
Student Alternate: ASCWU/BOD 
President - Kris Henry 
CHAIR - underlined 
) 
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1. CHAIR, continued 
*MOTION NO. 2924 Ken Gamon moved and Mark Zetterberg seconded a motion to modify the Faculty Senate 
Bylaws as, as follows: (NOTE: Proposed amendments to the Senate's bylaws require a two-thirds vote of those 
present and voting and are formally adopted at the subsequent meeting after introduction. This modification was 
originally presented at the 6/2193 Faculty Senate meeting.) 
SUSPENSION AND TEMPORARY AMENDMENT TO THE FACULTY SENATE BYLAWS 
[effective 1993-94 only) 
IV. Committees 
A. Executive Committee 
1. Composition 
The Executive Committee shall have six members, consisting of the five officers of the 
Senate: the Chair of the Senate, the Vice Chair, the Secretary, the two at-large 
members elected from the Senate membership, and the immediate past Senate Chair. 
Unless a current Senator, the immediate past Senate Chair is without vote. 
AMENDMENT: Since the 1992-93 Faculty Senate Chair, Barney Erickson, will be unable to serve on the Senate 
Executive Committee during 1993-94 as stipulated by section IV.A.l. of the Faculty Senate Bylaws, the 1991-92 Faculty 
Senate Chair, Charles McGehee, will serve on the Executive Committee as Past Chair during 1993-94. 
Rationale: The Past Chair position on the Executive Committee supports continuity in the now of information and in 
the academic decision making processes. 
Senators recommended that the Executive Committee present a proposal to the Faculty Senate that would 
permanently alter the Senate's Bylaws to allow for the contingency of the Past Chair being unavailable to serve on the 
Executive Committee. MOTION NO. 2924 passed. 
•• * •• 
-Chair Sidney Nesselroad reported that he and Gerald Stacy, Dean of Graduate Studies/Research, attended a meeting 
during the summer with representatives of the Higher Education Coordinating (HEC) Board, Office of Financial 
Management (OFM) , the legislature, and other state schools, to discuss better ways of reporting faculty work/activity. 
Frank Cioffi, English, will serve as C.W.U.'s faculty representative at ongoing meetings, and Connie Roberts, Special 
Assistant to the Provost for Institutional Research and Assessment, will assist in developing by the end of Fall quarter 
an improved and more comprehensive format for activity reporting. The information gathered will be utilized by the 
legislature as well as by OFM for the periodic cost analysis used to set tuitions and make other important fJ.SCal 
decisions. 
Dean Stacy added that the HEC Board is legislatively mandated to do a study on faculty activity this year, 
and it is vital that Central's faculty take this very seriously. He cited recent media reports that are highly critical of 
higher education faculty workloads and encouraged faculty to begin keeping track now of the time they spend in 
various activities so that they will be better prepared to complete the report later this year. In addition to classroom 
(contact) hours, faculty may be asked to report on a wide variety of activities, including: class preparation, student 
conferences, grading, instruction-related scholarship, administration, public service, state research, and sponsored 
research (grants). Dean Stacy pointed that data will be gathered in •actual hours• rather than in "percentages ( of 
100%)", and even though the hour figures may seem extremely high, faculty should endeavor to be as accurate as 
possible in their reporting. 
-Chair Nesselroad reported that the Professional and Retraining Leave Committee has been reinstated as a university 
standing committee. He reminded faculty that three committees (Faculty Professional and Retraining Leave 
Committee, Faculty Research Committee, and Faculty Professional Development Committee) were combined in 1992 
into a newly created Faculty Development and Research Committee. The 1993-94 university standing committee list 
will show two committees: 
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1. CHAIR, cont.lnued 
Faculty Development and Research Committee 
Reports to: Dean of Graduate Studies/Research 
Purpose: Recommends policies and programs of faculty development, and recommends research awards to the Dean 
of Graduate Studies. 
Membership: 6 faculty (2 CLAS, 2 SPS, 1 B&E, 1 LIB), 1 ex officio (Associate Dean of Graduate Studies/Research) 
1993-94 members: Cynthia Kriebel, Art (CLAS); Patrick McLaughlin (UB); Warren Street, Psychology (CLAS); 
Glenn Madsen, Education (SPS); Peter Saunders, Economics (B&E); Dolores Osborn, BEAM (SPS); Ray Riznyk, 
Associate Dean of Graduate Studies/Research 
Professional and Retraining Leave Committee 
Reports to: Provost/VP for Academic Affairs 
Purpose: Makes recommends to the Faculty Senate and administration with respect to professional leave policies. It 
receives and evaluates applications for professional and retraining leaves and makes recommendations to the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. [Faculty Code section 9.20 details the powers and duties of this committee) 
Membership: 4 full-time, tenured faculty 'selected by the PCOV05t and Vice President for Academic Affairs in 
consultation with the academic deans and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee' [Faculty Code section 9.20). 
1993-94 members: Clint Duncan, Chemistry; Patricia Maguire, Leisure Services; Richard Mack, Economics; Jim 
Eubanks, Psychology 
-Chair Nesselroad reported that the Faculty Senate budget was reduced by 20.34% effective July 1, 1993 ($7500 from 
Adjunct Account 1229 and $750 from Benefits= $8250 total). The Chair pointed out that last year's Faculty Senate 
Executive Committee was led to believe in Budget Advisory Committee meetings and in consultation with the 
President's Office that the Faculty Senate should plan to receive a maximum 10% ($4000) reduction. The 20.34% 
budget reduction leaves only enough money in the Senate's account to cover departmental reimbursement for the 
Senate Chair's 50% released time, Council of Faculty Representatives' (CFR) travel expenses, and vital office expenses 
(such as photocopying of agendas, minutes and hearing notices). There will be no funding available in the Senate's 
budget for faculty legislative representation in Olympia. In answer to questions from Senators regarding how the 
reduction was decided upon, Chair Nesselroad replied that the Faculty Senate is budgeted under the President's 
OCfice, and he referred questions directly to President Nelson. President Nelson stated that the Faculty Senate made 
a choice to reimburse the Faculty Senate Chair 50% of his salary for two months during the summer while the Chair 
represented faculty interests at university meetings. Chair Nesselroad stated that if it had been clearly understood that 
the Faculty Senate would have a choice between reimbursing him for his service during the summer OR having faculty 
legislative representation in Olympia, he would have chosen the latter. The Chair pointed out that since the overall 
university budget reduction was 0.7%, with the President's area receiving an overall 7.1% reduction, the Faculty Senate 
budget reduction seems disproportionate (President's Area: Board of Trustees reduced 0%; President's Office 
reduced 6.19%; Affinnative Action Office reduced 0%; Government Relations reduced 6.99%, General Program 
Expenses/President reduced 20.17%; Faculty Senate reduced 20.34%). President Nelson explained that the General 
Program Expense portion of his budget is money used for membership dues. The President also stated that all 
monies for the year have been allocated, and no more will be forthcoming. 
Senators agreed on the importance of having faculty legislative representation in Olympia, and CFR member 
Ken Gamon stated that most other state institutions maintain one or more faculty members in that position. It was 
recommended that the Senate Executive Committee consider other means of generating funds to support faculty 
legislative representation. 
*MOTION NO. 2925 Barry Donahue moved and Mark Zetterberg seconded a motion instructing the Faculty 
Senate Chair to write a letter to the Budget Advisory Committee requesting that the university give high priority to 
funding a Faculty Legislative Representative when monies become available. Motion passed . 
• • • • • 
-Chair Nesselroad reported that the membership of the 1993-94 University Strategic Planning Committee has been 
finalized, with Anne Denman, Anthropology, as Chair, and Phil Tolin, Psychology, as Vice Chair. An October 14, 
1993, memo from the President to all administrators, faculty, staff and students charged the committee with six 
specific tasks. Barge Hall #215 has been designated as the "Strategic Planning Reading Room,• and all planning 
material is gathered there for review [contact the President's office staff to unlock the door]. 
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2. PRESIDENT 
President lvocy Nelson reiterated the importance of the upcoming faculty activity analysis and encouraged 
faculty to take it vecy seriously. The President also noted that Initiative 593 , which would sentence three-time 
offenders convicted of •most serious• crimes to lire in prison without parole, has the potential to drive up the cost of 
the prison system, thereby impacting the funding available for higher education. 
President Nelson reported that a recent poll of support for Initiatives 601 and 602 showed 50% in support, 
34% against, and 14% still undecided. Although advertisers claim that 601/602 would cut a mere 4% from the state 
budget, since 48-49% of the state budget is protected from cuts, this would translate to an actual reduction of 8-9%. 
The President commented on the controversial Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce vote to support 601/602 . He 
stated that, although he was under constraints as a state employee regarding the issue, he argued for the Chamber to 
take a neutral stance. The President praised Central's student body leadership on taking a long view on the issues 
and supporting higher education funding. He cautioned that, even if 601/602 are defeated on November 2, higher 
education may face budget reductions when the legislature reconvenes. 
3. ENROLLMENTS 
Registrar Carolyn Wells distributed a brief report from James Pappas, Dean of Academic Services, outlining 
enrollment data for Fall 1993. The report indicated additional students; improved retention rates and freshman gpas; 
and increased minority enrollments; and stated that "we should have little difficulty in reaching our annual average 
FTE of 7251." Ms. Wells reported that there are nearly 400 additional students on campus this quarter compared 
with last Fall's figures, with Central's Junior class being the largest. June/July/August registration utilizing block 
course offerings is resulting in better course distribution in General Education classes as well as supporting graduation 
at the end of a four year course of study. 
4. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITI'EE 
None 
5. BUDGET COMMITI'EE 
None 
6. CODE COMMITI'EE 
*MOTION NO. 2926 Code Committee Chair Beverly Heckart moved approval of the following changes to the 
Faculty Code: 
9.92 Phased Retirement for Faculty 
Central Washington University offers phased retirement to eligible faculty. 
A. After January 1, 1994, A!_t, or after, age 62 llftd uAtil age ?9, as eutliRed iR seetieA 9.99~ 
eede faculty members may voluntarily elect to reduce their service to the university by entering a 
phased retirement program. The phased retirement period shall continue for a maximum of eight 
(8) years. Under phased retirement, Ffaculty members may continue teaching up to 40% of an 
academic year teaching load in their respective disciplines. For this policy, 40% is considered to 
be 15 contact hours per academic year. Any Continuing Education course load is not considered 
to be part of the 40% of an academic load. [BT Motion 91-39,6/14/91] 
D. ~eu te teaeh part~eted iu "A" eb&>e), eAee made, shall eeAtiAue fer eaeh 
reti:ree te age ?G, at uflt il sueh time as lhe retiree tleeliRes te eeAtinlle. A eeeisieA lly lhe retiree 
te-~;ee,Mti~H-I~e-<rm12!'1~-itt-&f\HoeiftHille:IH~Fiftltr.. Phased retirement status, once chosen by 
the faculty member, shall continue for a maximum of eight (8) years or until the faculty member 
fails to exercise the option to continue in this status, as provided in Section 9.92B of this Paculty 
Code. After the facul ty member has served eight years of phased retirement or has failed to 
exercise the option to continue phased retirement, whichever comes first, the faculty member will 
be fully retired from the university. Full employment status with the university cannot be 
reinstated once the faculty member bas elected phased retirement. 
Rationale: The mandatocy retirement age expires for faculty members on December 31, 1993. For that reason the 
phased retirement policy must be changed to confonn with the law. Under the laws of the State of Washington 
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6. CODE COMMITfEE, continued 
(RCW 288.10.400 Subsection 2), faculty members cannot elect to retire at any age below that specified by federal 
social security law. Therefore the Code Committee has retained age 62 as the age at which phased retirement can 
begin. Under the current provisions of the Faculty Code a faculty member may teach a maximum of eight years. For 
reasons of morale and budgetary implications, the Code Committee recommends retaining a time limit for the period 
of phased retirement, recognizing that the election of phased retirement on the part of a faculty member is purely 
voluntary. The Code Committee considers it desirable to have a new phased retirement policy in place on December 
31, 1993, the date on which the mandatory retirement age expires. 
Dr. Heckart noted that the administration did not take the retirement related issues approved by the 
Faculty Senate on May 5, 1993, to the Board of Trustees in June 1993 because the Retirement and Insurance 
Committee raised questions about the changes in the phased retirement program. The proposed changes are a result 
of deliberation about those questions. The changes for Section 9.90 (below) passed by the Faculty Senate on May 5, 
1993, remain the same and will be resubmitted to the Board or Trustees. A Faculty Code hearing was held on 
October 13, 1993, and the Code Committee met with the Administration regarding the proposed changes on October 
18, 1993. 
In response to questions regarding how departments would be impacted by this policy as the faculty ages, 
Dr. Heckart reported that statistics gathered for 1983-84 through 1991-92 indicate that of 54 faculty retiring during 
that period, 27 elected phased retirement. 6 of these are still teaching, and of the others, 2 taught for 5 years; 4 
taught for 4 years; 3 for 3 years; 4 for 2 years; 3 for 1 year; 4 for less than 1 year; and 1 transferred to full retirement. 
She stated that the eight year maximum for phased retirement was selected because, although few faculty may actually 
choose to teach that long, the current system allows eight years (from election of phased retirement at age 62 to 
mandatory retirement at age 70). 
MOTION NO. 2926 passed. 
[Changes in Faculty Code section 9.90 as stated below were approved by the Faculty Senate on May 5, 1993, and will 
be resubmitted to the Board of Trustees. 
9.90 Retirement 
A Feettlty-members shall be llii~Btieally re · !MM 
as-eH\ttgt~st 3l Eellewing the b~n wl\ieh the ege-ef se<.<enty (?9) is reaelleEI. If e fee11liy 
~~elshe shell be retired en the date that-be/she reael!es age ?Q. 
There is no mandatorr retirement age for faculty members after December 31, 1993.) 
7. CURRICULUM COMM11TEE 
Steve Olson reported that the Curriculum Committee has elected Wesley Van Tassel, Theatre Arts, as its 
chair. He stated that the Curriculum Committee is continuing its work on revising the curriculum process and 
reminded faculty to submit suggestions and comments regarding the new process and forms to the Curriculum 
Committee. 
8. PERSONNEL COMMITfEE 
Chair Nesselroad reported that the Personnel Committee distributed a memo to all faculty on June 9, 1993, 
outlining components of a salary adjustment proposal approved by the Faculty Senate on June 2, 1993. A follow-up 
memo was sent to aU department chairs on September 27, 1993, with a suggested activity timeline as follows: 
-Department members meet and agree on a set of departmental criteria that they believe meet the spirit of the 
proposal: complete by Monday, November 15, 1993. 
-Department chairs work in conjunction with school dean and with other chairs in the schooVcollege to determine if 
the departmental criteria are roughly equivalent across departments: complete by beginning of Winter quarter, 
Tuesday, January 4, 1994. 
-Deans work with Senate Personnel Committee to ensure comparability across the three schools/colleges: complete by 
Tuesday, February 1, 1994. 
-Personnel Committee reports to Faculty Senate: by final Faculty Senate meeting of Winter quarter, Wednesday, 
March 9, 1994. 
Chair Nesselroad stated that there seems to be some confusion regarding the Senate's June 2, 1993, action, 
and he reiterated the four motions regarding salary adjustment passed at that meeting: 
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8. PERSONNEL COMMITIEE, continued 
1) The Faculty Senate adopt(s] the principle that eligibility for salary adjustment wiU be determined by a set of 
departmental criteria that the school dean certifies meet minimum university standards; 
2) The Faculty Senate adopt(s] the principle that there will be two levels of salary adjustment in relation to 
established criteria at each level. 
3) The Faculty Senate adopt(s] the principle that a level 1 salary increment will be granted to all of those who 
meet the level 1 criteria in all three areas of teaching, scholarship, and service. 
4) The Faculty Senate adopt(s] the principle that a level 2 salary increment will be granted to all of those who 
meet the level 1 criteria in all three areas of teaching, scholarship, and service, and who, in addition, 
meet the level 2 criteria in any one area of teaching, scholarship, and service. 
9. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Committee Chair Dan Ramsdell reported that the Public Affairs Committee will consider the issues 
surrounding faculty legislative representation. 
In the interest of time, Chair Nesselroad recommended changing the order of the agenda to deal with New Business prior to 
Old Business; there was no objection. 
NEW BUSINESS 
STUDENT PETITION FOR AMENDMENT OF FACULTY SENATE BYLAWS [Discussion only] 
Submitted on October 4, 1993, by student members of the Faculty Senate: John Brangwin, Kristan Starbuck, Kris Henry. 
Rationale: Adoption of the amendment will allow for the students serving on Faculty Senate Committees to vote, as do the student 
Faculty Senate members, and for the students to be drawn from the entire student body, similar to the system used for the faculty. 
(NOTE: Proposed amendments to the Senate's bylaws require a two-thirds vote of those present and voting and are formally adopted at 
the subsequent meeting after introduction. This modification will be voted on at the November 3, 1993, Faculty Senate meeting.] 
IV .Committees 
B. Senate Standing Committee 
1. Membership 
There shall be six (6) standing committees of the Faculty Senate, as described in Section 3.25 of the Faculty 
Code: the Faculty Senate Code Committee, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, the Faculty Senate 
Curriculum Committee, the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee, the Faculty Senate Personnel 
Committee, and the Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee. Each standing committee shall consist of no 
fewer than five (5) faculty members annually appointed by the Executive Committee and ratified by the 
Senate at the first regular Senate meeting of the academic year; in addition to the five (5) or more faculty 
members of the Senate Academic Affairs Committee and the Senate Curriculum Committee, one (1) ft6ft-
vetiftg voting, full-time student member shall be appointed to each of these committees by the Faculty 
Senate Executive Committee from among the !atl6en!--fepresentati•.es ef the Pae~tlly Se11ale student body. 
Senator John Brangwin, ASWCU/BOD, stated that the practice on the Academic Affairs and Curriculum Committee has been 
for the student member to vote. He pointed out that faculty will still constitute a majority on these committees, but officially granting 
students the vote makes a positive statement regarding the value of student input in policy making. He added that the current policy of 
requiring that the student positions be filled by those serving on the Faculty Senate places a burden on those students already heavily 
involved in other committee work and Board of Directors' duties. In answer to questions regarding bow students are selected for 
university standing committee service, Senator Brangwin replied that the ASCWU/BOD uses a system similar to that for faculty: 
committee vacancies are posted; preference for service is solicited; the BOD reviews student preferences, nominates individuals to serve, 
and notifies the Faculty Senate. 
A Senator commented that, since the student on the Curriculum Committee would be the eleventh member, this person might 
be in the position of casting a tie-breaking vote. It was pointed out that, in the case of a close vote, any one of the six voting yea or nay 
(rather than just the student) could be considered the "tie-breaking• vote. Senators remarked that student representation on Senate 
committees has been uneven in the past, and students may not have sufficient expertise to vote on many issues. BOD President Kris 
Henry assured the Senate that the BOD considers it a high priority that students attend committee meetings and be well prepared. 
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NEW BUSINESS. continued 
FORUM FOR DISCUSSION: MOVE FACULTY SENATE REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY AND BUDGET 
FROM PRESIDENT TO PROVOST 
Chair Nesselroad reported that Provost Moore met with the Senate Executive Committee and found it unusual that Central's 
faculty representative organization maintained its reporting responsibilities and budget under a non-academic area. The Chair cautioned 
that a move of the Senate to the Provost's area might not assure more certain funding, but Senators stated that the current funding under 
the President's office has resulted in ever shrinking Faculty Senate resources.. Senators recommended that the Executive Committee 
investigate the procedure for such a change and present a proposal to the Faculty Senate. 
OLD BUSINESS 
CONTINUITY OF FACULTY SENATE LEADERSHIP -forwarded to 11/3/93 Faculty Senate agenda. 
••• NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: November 3, 1993 ••• 
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I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
ROLL CALL 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10 p.m., Wednesday, October 20, 1993 
SUB 204-205 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: May 19,1993 and June 2,1993 
COMMUNICATIONS 
-6/14/93 letter from Don Schliesman (1992-93 Interim Provost; 1993-94 Special Asst. to the Provost), 
re. President Nelson's 6/9/93 call for a review of standards and criteria for awarding honors; referred 
to Academic Affairs Committee. 
-7/23/93 letter from Thomas Moore, Provost, re. making Provost an ex officio member of the Faculty 
Senate; referred to Code Committee. 
-7/29/93 report from Libby Street, Chair, 1992-93 Senate Personnel Committee, re. faculty overloads; 
referred to Code Committee,. 
-9/27/93 letter from Owen Pratz, Psychology, recommending policy change allowing faculty to drop 
absent students during first week of classes; referred to Academic Affairs Committee. 
-10/4/93 letter from Dan Ramsdell, History, re. faculty appointments to university committees; referred 
to Executive Committee. 
-10/4/93 petition from John Brangwin, Kristan Starbuck and Kris Henry (ASCWU/BOD) re. 
amendment to Faculty Senate Bylaws; referred to Executive Committee (see New Business below) 
REPORTS 
1. CHAIR 
-MOTION: 1993-94 Faculty Senate Operating Procedures (attached) 
-MOTION: 1993-94 Parliamentarian: Charles McGehee, Sociology 
-MOTION: 1993-94 Faculty Senate Standing Committee membership (attached) 
-MOTION: Modify Faculty Senate Bylaws, 1993-94 only-- from June 2, 1993, 
Faculty Senate meeting (attached) 
-Faculty Workloads and Activity Analysis (Higher Education Coordinating Board) 
-1993-94 Faculty Senate Budget 
2. PRESIDENT 
3. ENROLLMENTS - Carolyn Wells, Registrar, and Bill Swain, Director of Admissions 
4. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
S. BUDGET COMMITTEE 
6. CODE COMMITTEE 
-Proposed Faculty Code changes (attached) 
7. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
8. PERSONNEL COMMITI'EE 
-Salary Adjustment Proposal (distributed to all departments) 
9. PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
VI. OLD BUSINESS 
-Continuity of Faculty Senate Leadership (from 5/19/93 Faculty Senate agenda) 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
-Amendment of Faculty Senate Bylaws - discussion only (see attached) 
-Forum for Discussion: Move Faculty Senate reporting responsibility and budget from President to Provost 
VIII. ADJOURNMENT 
***NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: November 3,1993 *** 
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1993-94 FACULTY SENATE ROSTER 
J:)epartmom 
Accounting 
Anthropology 
Art 
Biology 
Yean 
to Serve 
Bl.UiinMa Admin l 
3 
B~ 2 
Chemiotey 2 
Communication 
Computer Science 1 
&onomica 2 
Education 2 
1 
3 
En,lioh 2 
l 
Foreign I..an,woge 2 
Geouaphy 2 
GeoloiY l 
Hletory 3 
Home Economlco 3 
lET l 
Law and Ju.otlce 2 
Ubra.ry l 
3 
Mathematics 1 
Mu.oic 2 
3 
Philo.ophy l 
Pbyaical Education 3 
3 
Pbyaica 2 
Political Science 2 
P.ychology l 
3 
Sociology 2 
Theatre Arta 
Pteeideni/P'rovoet 
ASCWU/BOD 
Senator 
Deborah Medlar 
Ken Cory 
Thomaa Thelen 
Hugh Spall 
Connie Nott 
Rob Perklna 
? 
Alan Taylor 
Barry Donahue 
Robert Carbaugh 
Linda Beath 
Andrea Bowman 
Minerva Caplea 
Bobby CumJninp 
Steve Olson 
Dieter Romboy 
Morris Uebelacker 
Charleo Rubin 
Dan RamadeU 
Carolyn Schactler 
David Can~~~ 
Michael Olivero 
Tholll88 Yeh 
Robert Myero 
KenGamon 
Sidney Nesaelroad 
Eric Roth 
Peter Burkholder 
Vince Nethery 
Walter Arlt 
Sharon&-11 
Rex Wirth 
Stephanie Stein 
Lioa Weyandt 
Charles McGehee 
Mark Zetterberg 
Ivory Neloon 
!<rio Henry 
l<riotan Starbuck 
John Brangwin 
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Alternate 
Gary Heesacker 
Margaret Sahlotrand 
John Carr 
Cathy Berteltoon 
Roger Garratt 
GeorgeTown 
David Hedrick 
Dan Fennerty 
MadB.Jon Lalley 
Suaan Donahoe 
Stella Moreno 
John Alwin 
James Hinthorne 
Beverly Heckart 
Carolyn Tholll88 
Walter Kamill8ki 
Jerry Hogan 
Patrick Owell8 
J&me8 Harper 
Andrew Spencer 
Geoffrey Boers 
John Utzinger 
Robert Grepon 
Stephen Jefferies 
Michael Braunstein 
Stephen Schepman 
Roger Fouta 
David Kaufman 
We&ley Van Tasael 
ThOIJlAo Moore 
IOM.b.r 13, Ullil;, ft)BTKit.N) 
tm.94 P{!Q./!,TY ~A'!]l STAND~ CONNrrre.I!S 
011\ao: Dope 
Sf:t!OTI! I!XEC\!11\fl! COMMnTI!I! 
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Dlc .. r RDml><>,, AI·Urp Pot.ip.._ )..:JJ29 )..12~ 
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S~ATI! ACADeMIC Al'PAIRS COM!!!n-n!l! 
Minci'YII C.pk.l Sd:YCAtioG )..19Sl l-1461 
Corwin King Coaua.Wlitatioa l-1966 l-1061> 
Cllarlca Nc<ic:hcc _...., )..JOOS l-llllS 
Jctfrcy Snedeker Nuoi< l-1226 ~1216 
J•• IUzzuli Nail> 3-1906 l-2103 
SllJDI!Nl' ASCWUI1!00 3-16!>1 l-16!>1 
SI!NATI! BUOG!rr COMMrrn!l! 
0.....~ 
-
l-14';16 l-1461 
Doo Cochcba l'.conomica l-2411 l-266< 
KcnO..OOO Nalb 3-21134 3-2103 
WayoM Kkmia BI!AN 3-12SS 1-2611 
a..n.. Rubin ac-e, 3-28Z7 3-2101 
SI!NA Tl! (.'OOll COMMrrn!l! 
Btb.Ail Bcrpi\An Home:- l-2366 l-l'lllo6 
+ Bcwrl)' Hccbn HW.ory l-lW l-IW 
Ka&aria Jurich Soo:iok'l)l 3·2195 l-I:!OS 
~M•J•Icrck Bduc..lioA l-1473 l-1461 
OM:a P~u r.,.:h<>k>IY l-3667 )..23111 
SI!NA Tl! CURRICULUM COMN!TJl!!! (l CI.AS. l 51'S, l BAll. I UB) 
Wayne f'airbum (l:l&.f!J &.liDCM Adawt.iaratto. l-llJ6 3-lD9 
Wolfpn& Pronz (BAll( l!conomica l-:1420 l-2664 
Oarollokcr (U.tP.J A«ounun1 J-JSlO J-]])9 
Undo Klug ((.1ASJ Ani hnJPO'OIY 3-3217 J-1201 
Sl""" Ol«>n JCLAS( l'!nJjialo l-U36 3-1546 
Waalcy Von T .... l J(.'lASJ Theeuc Alu l-2020 l-1166 
Oeloril Johno JSPS( r.,.icol l'.docatlon l-1924 )..)911 
Dole L<l'cvrc JSPSJ Bd.olioe 3-3412 3-1461 
R.oDdoll Buller (JSPSJ Ac-S.udico 3-:1420 3-2314 
+ Oc- Hopn (UB) L.ibruy l-ISOS l-ISOS 
SllJOI!Nl' ASCWU11!00 3-1693 3-1693 
SI!NATI! PllRSO~NllL COMMT!I!i!l 
Unda &.lh WYCauon l-1474 3-1-661 
Marm Bicchtcri AAlhnJPO'OIY l-l211 J-JlOI 
Rua Schulu Muoi< l-U16 l-1216 
Ubby S.rccl 
"'')<ftolocr 3-:!640 3-2llll 
Blalac Wilson llllAN l-3673 l-lDll 
SI!NATI! PUBUC APPAIRS COMMTITBI! 
On Ro-'<11 (CHAIR) Hiilory 3-2344 3-I.W 
Poaolly L<pt.oo,.. 1\opftoca..U.. 
- Tolmoo (1\.teODber ot CPR) ........ Lon ..... 3-lll6 l-1111 
VACANCY (Member ot CJIR) ).. ).. 
Robert Pord4tn Coauaunkaltoft l-1061 l-1066 
CnAa Rack~naciMlr l..eiwn S.rw- )-19M> )-1),4 
~OUNaL OP PACUL TV Rf'.PRBSI!Nl'ATIVI!S (CPRl 
K.ca O.JDOtt , M.a1b (l yn) 3-l8Jot l-liQl 
l!XEC\!11VP. COMMTITI!ll MllMBilR ?'/1 (2yn) 
Rmco Tolm1n, Porc1p 1...a.D.paac (I yr) l-lll6 l-121l 
P6CULTY !.!lQJa:i!nYP. RllPRP.SENfAI!VP. (I'Utl 
11 
Senator, + Allcmale 
Student Allematc: ASCWU/ROD Pratdcnl - Kria llcnry 
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CHAIR 
MOTION #1 
1993-94 FACUL1Y SENATE OPERATING PROCEDURES 
1. Robert's Rules of Order will be the accepted authority for procedural operations. 
2. Committee reports will be automatically accepted. If there is an action item that a committee desires on any 
report, it is to be separately stated as a motion and the motion will then come before the Senate for discussion 
and debate. The committee will be asked to submit a report and written copies of any motion or action that it 
would like to have taken. 
3. Committee reports and motions shall be submitted to the Faculty Senate office by noon on the Wednesday 
preceding the Senate meeting in which action is expected. This policy allows for the timely mailing of the 
meeting's agenda. As a general rule, substantive committee motions that do not accompany the agenda will not 
be discussed and voted on until a subsequent meeting. An extended agenda will be sent to all Senators, who shall 
gi:ve it to their Alternate if they are unable to attend the meeting. 
4. Concerning discussion rules, the Senate will use the procedure of seeking recognition from the Chair if it wants 
to debate an issue. Discussion on arguments for and against the issue will be alternated. A visitor will be given 
recognition if the floor is yielded to him by a Senator. If no Senator desires to speak and a visitor would like to 
make a point, the Chair will recognize the person. If a visitor has made a preliminary request to the Senate office 
for an opportunity to speak or if the Chair invites a person to speak, he will be recognized. 
) 5. No smoking is allowed in the Samuelson Union Building except in designated areas. 
_) 
* * * * * * * • * * 
MOTION #2 
SUSPENSION AND TEMPORARY AMENDMENT TO THE FACUL1Y SENATE BYLAWS [effective 1993-94 only] 
[NOTE: Proposed amendments to the Senate's bylaws require a two-thirds vote of those present and voting and are 
formally adopted at the subsequent meeting after introduction. This modification was originally presented at the 6/2/93 
Faculty Senate meeting.] 
IV. Committees 
A. Executive Committee 
1. Composition 
The Executive Committee shall have six members, consisting of the five officers of the Senate: 
the Chair of the Senate, the Vice Chair, the Secretary, the two at-large members elected from 
the Senate membership, and the immediate past Senate Chair. Unless a current Senator, the 
immediate past Senate Chair is without vote. 
AMENDMENT: Since the 1992-93 Faculty Senate Chair, Barney Erickson, will be unable to serve on the Senate 
Executive Committee during 1993-94 as stipulated by section IV .A.l. of the Faculty Senate Bylaws, the 1991-92 
Faculty Senate Chair, Charles McGehee, will serve on the Executive Committee as Past Chair during 1993-94. 
Rationale: The Past Chair position on the Executive Committee supports continuity in the flow of 
informaton and in the academic decision making processes. 
REGULAR FACUL'IY SENATE MEETING 
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The administration did not take the retirement related issues approved by the Faculty Senate on May 5, 1993, to the Board 
of Trustees in June 1993 because the Retirement and Insurance Committee raised questions about the changes in the 
phased retirement program. The change proposed below is a result of deliberation about those questions. The changes 
for Section 9.90 (below) passed by the Faculty Senate on May 5, 1993, remain the same and will be resubmitted to the 
Board of Trustees. A Faculty Code hearing was held on October 13, 1993, and the Code Committee met with the 
Administrationon regarding the proposed changes on October 18, 1993. 
9.92 Phased Retirement for Faculty 
Central Washington University offers phased retirement to eligible faculty. 
A. At, or after, age 62 MEl WltH age 70, as eutltaeEl in eeetiea 9.90A of this eeEie faculty members may 
volunarily elect to reduce their service to the university by entering a phased retirement program. The 
phased retirement oeri0d shall continue for a maximum of eight (8) years. Under phased retirement, 
Ffaculty members may continue teaching up to 40% of an academic year teaching load in their respective 
disciplines. For this policy, 40% is considered to be 15 contact hours per academic year. Any Continuing 
Education course load is not considered to be part of the 40% of an academic load. [BT Motion 91-
39,6/14/91] 
D. Tbe Eleeisioa to teach part time (as aoted ia "A" above), eaee maee, shall eeatiBt~e for eaeh retiree to age 
70, or t~at'i::l sueh: time as the retiree Eleeliees to eoet:iet~e. A Elee~ioa by th:e retiree to diseoati:Bue the 
program at MY point shall ee eeal. Phased retirement status. once chosen by the faculty member. shall 
continue for a maximum of eight (8) years or until the faculty member fails to exercise the option to 
continue in this status, as provided in Section 9.92E of this Faculty Code. After the faculty member har 
served eight years 0f phased retirement or bas failed to exercise the option to continue phased retirement, 
whiehever comes first. the faculty member will be fully retired from the university. Full employment status 
with the university cannot be reinstated once the faculty member has elected phased retirement. 
Rationale: The mandatory retirement age expires for faculty members on December 31, 1993. For that reason the phased 
retirement policy must be changed to conform with the law. Under the laws of the State of Washington (RCW 28B.10.400 
Subsection 2), faculty members cannot elect to retire at any age below that specified by federal social security law. 
Therefore the Code Committee has retained age 62 as the age at which phased retirement can begin. Under the current 
provisions of the Faculty Code a faculty member may teach a maximum of eight years. For reasons of morale and 
budgetary implications, the Code Committee recommends retaining a time limit for the period of phased retirement, 
recognizing that the election of phased retirement on the part of a faculty member is purely voluntary. 
The Code Committee considers it desirable to have a new phased retirement policy in place on December 31, 1993, the 
date on which the mandatory retirement age expires. Therefore it is recommending a modest change in the existing policy 
with the full understanding that the policy can be modified in the future. 
* * * * * * * * * • 
[Changes in Faculty Code section 9.90 as stated below were approved by the Faculty Senate on May 5, 1993, and will be 
resubmitted to the Board of Trustees. 
9.90 Retirement 
A. Feet:H~ members shall be a~o~tematieelly retiree frem permaeeat fl:l:ll time ti:BiveFStty eml'loymeet as of 
Attguet 31 foUO'Nieg the airtJ!dfty oa wl:tieh the age of seve&ty (70) is reaeheEI. If a faeti:ley memeer's 
bi:rthEiey ~ August 31, he/she stift!l be retiree oa the Elate that :helshe reaehes age 79. There is no 
mandatory retirement age for faculty members after December 31. 1993.] 
I 
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OLD BUSINESS 
FORUM FOR DISCUSSION ON CONTINUITY OF FACULTY SENATE LEADERSHIP 
University Governance Final Report (August 1992): 
Continuity 
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Continuity of Senate leadership is also a problem. The current term of the Senate Chair is one year and it virtually 
takes one year to learn the job. As a result, the Chair if often inadequately informed and, consequently, less effective in 
representing the faculty in situations requiring a comprehensive understanding of university governance. 
XI.4) The Senate should investigate alternatives for providing better preparation and continuity for the Chair's 
position. The Senate Chair might be elected for a two-year term and a Chair-elect might be designated 
to serve one year on the Executive Committee before actually taking office. 
XI.5) Departments should continue to receive funding to replace the Senate Chair, and this practice should be 
~ institutionalized in the Faculty Code. 
·~ 
XI.6) The Senate Chair should be retained and receive compensation for service during the summer. 
[NOTE: Recommendation XI.6 was implemented effective Summer 1993.] 
* * • * ~ * * * • • 
NEW BUSINESS 
STUDENT PETITION FOR AMENDMENT OF FACULTY SENATE BYLAWS: [Discussion only] 
Submitted on October 4, 1993, by student members of the Faculty Senate: John Brangwin, Kristan Starbuck, Kris Henry. 
Rationale: Adoption of the amendment will allow for the students serving on Faculty Senate Committees to vote, as 
do the student Faculty Senate members, and for the students to be drawn from the entire student body, 
similar to the system used for the faculty. 
[NOTE: Proposed amendments to the Senate's bylaws require a two-thirds vote of those present and voting and are 
formally adopted at the subsequent meeting after introduction. This modification will be voted on at the November 3, 1993, 
Faculty Senate meeting.] 
IV. Committees 
B. Senate Standing Committee 
1. Membership 
There shall be six (6) standing committees of the Faculty Senate, as described in Section 3.25 of 
the Faculty Code: the Faculty Senate Code Committee, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee, 
the Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee, the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee, the 
Faculty Senate Personnel Committee, and the Faculty Senate Public Affairs Committee. Each 
standing committee shall consist of no fewer than five (5) faculty members annually appointed 
by the Executive Committee and ratified by the Senate at the first regular Senate meeting of the 
academic year; in addition to the five (5) or more faculty members of the Senate Academic 
Affairs Committee and the Senate Curriculum Committee, one (1) eea vetiag .Yilli!!g, full-time 
student member shall be appointed to each of these committees by the Faculty Senate Executive 
Committee from among the studeet represeatath•es ef t:he Fael!ley 8eaate student body. 

ROLL CALL 1993-94 
vVlalter ARLT 
__ Linda BEATH 
_L___Andrea BOWMAN 
_,..~_John BRANGWIN 
.,/ .Peter BURKHOLDER 
v ··Minerva CAPLES 
~Obert CARBAUGH 
/ ~David CARNS 
__LKen CORY 
_LBobby CUMMINGS 
_LBarry DONAHUE 
~KenGAMON 
_. _Kris HENRY 
t/~··tharles MCGEHEE 
~Deborah MEDLAR 
~Robert MYERS 
_L_Ivory NELSON 
__ Connie NOTT 
....... .-- · Sidney NESSELROAD 
/Vince NETHERY 
__ Michael OLIVERO 
_L. Steve OLSON 
~Rob PERKINS 
~an RAMSDELL 
_LDieter ROMBOY 
_L'Sharon ROSELL 
~Eric ROTH 
~Charles RUBIN 
V'Carolyn SCHACTLER 
____:::Hugh SPALL 
~Kristan STARBUCK 
..........--stephanie STEIN 
~Alan TAYLOR 
~omas THELEN 
~Morris UEBELACKER 
/Lisa WEYANDT [pron. Y'-ANT] 
,_.....-··Aex WIRTH 
~thomasYEH 
/ Mark ZETTERBERG 
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__ Stephen JEFFERIES 
__ Dan FENNERTY 
__ Madalon LALLEY 
__ John UTZINGER 
__ Susan DONAHOE 
__ David HEDRICK 
__ Walt KAMINSKI 
__ Margaret SAHLSTRAND 
__ George TOWN 
__ James HARPER 
__ David KAUFMAN 
__ Gary HEESACKER 
__ Patrick OWENS 
__ Thomas MOORE 
__ Andrew SPENCER 
__ Robert GREGSON 
__ Cathy BERTELSON 
__ Beverly HECKART 
__ Stella MORENO 
__ Michael BRAUNSTEIN 
__ Geoffrey BOERS 
__ James HINTHORNE 
__ Carolyn THOMAS 
__ Stephen SCHEPMAN 
__ Robert GARRETT 
__ John CARR 
John ALWIN 
__ Roger FOUTS 
__ Jerry HOGAN 
__ Wesley VAN TASSEL 
(ROSTERS\ROLLCALL.93; Oc1ober 20, 1993) 

October 20, 1993 
Date 
VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET 
Gerc./;__ Sfctcy 
Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary 
directly after the meeting. Thank you. 

Academic Services 
Office of the Registrar 
Mitchell Hall 
Central 
Washington 
University Ellensburg, Washington 98926-7561 
(509) 963-3001 
FROM: 
Sidney Nesselroad A 
Chair, Faculty Senate 0 
J G P I Ai /1 • . 0 ') • • tL~r-./~-..~ anles . appas /< vu<-
Dean of Academic erv1ces 
TO: 
DATE: October 18, 1993 
SUBJECT: Response To Request For Enrollment Information 
The following is a brief report of enrollment data for Fall, 1993. All indicators 
demonstrate additional students, improved retention rates, and freshman gpas. 
Our ethnic minority enrollment is also up. We should have little difficulty in 
reaching our annual average FfE of 7251. 
Enrollment Fall '92 Fall '93 
Total Headcount-State 7697 8423* 
Total Fall FfE 6883 7686 
New Freshmen 1007 1041 
New Transfers 1453 1495 
Freshmen GPA 3.08 3.14 
Retention Rate - Spring to Fall 72% 77.6% 
Ethnic Minorities 
African American 117/1.52% 161/1.91% 
Asian 274/3.56% 314/3.73% 
Indian 105/1.36% 124/1.47% 
Hispanic 224/2.91% 270/3.21% 
TOTAL 720/9.5% 869/10.3% 
Discussion by Carolyn Wells 
*Note: The figures prior to 1993 do not include self-support. Beginning this 
year, 1993, all students are included in the enrollment figures. 
jp16:48 

Central 
Washington 
University 
June 14, 1993 
Dr. Sidney L. Nessleroad 
Chair, Faculty Senate 
Campus 
Dear Dr. N essleroad: 
Office of fhe Provosr and 
Vice Presidenl for Academic Affairs 
208B Boui llon 
Ellensburg, Washinglon 98926 
(509) 963-1401 
(6/14/93-276.PRV) 
RECEIVED 
JUN 1 7 1993 
C'WU FACULTY SfWITE 
In President Nelson's letter of June 9, 1993, he called for a review of our 
standards and criteria for awarding honors. He also included several 
suggestions. I believe that the Senate Academic Affairs Committee needs 
to be involved in that discussion and review. 
Can we discuss this soon? 
Sincerely, 
Donald M. Schliesman 
Interim Provost and 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
/kb 
c: President Nelson 
Dean Cummings 
Dean Mosebar 
Dean Murphy 
Dr. Erickson 

Central 
Washington 
University 
Office of rhe Presictem 
Bouillon 20811 
lollensburg. Washillf.\IOil 
98926-75()() 
(509) 9fU-2111 
June 9, 1993 
Dr. Don Schliesman 
Dr. Linda Murphy 
Dr. Don Cummings 
Ms. Joan Mosebar 
/Dr. Barney Erickson 
Dr. Sidney Nesselroad 
Dear Colleagues: 
RECEIVED 
JUN 1 1 1993 
CYJU FACUlTY SHIATE 
During the Honors Convocation last year, I noted that over 
90 percent of the Presidential Scholars were not only from 
one school of the university, but from one program of the 
university, EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. Reviewing the list 
of recipients of Presidential Scholars awards for this 
year, I find that over 95 percent of the recipients again 
come from one school of the university and from the same 
program, EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. This troubles me and 
it raises the following questions: 
1. What are the characteristics of the students in 
Early Childhood Education compared to all other 
students we admit to the university? 
2. What are the academic standards and academic 
rigor of the Early Childhood Education Program. 
3. What has been the academic performance of all 
students enrolled in the Early Childhood 
Education Program? 
4. What is the grading pattern of the professors 
who teach in this program? 
There are many more questions, but I am sure you 
understand the issue. 
I would like your consideration of the following: 
1. A complete program review of the Early Childhood 
Education Program. 
2 . An enactment of a proposal to redefine the 
selection criteria for Presidential Scholars 
that would award the honor in the following 
manner: 

~ 
.. 
Presidential Scholars 
June 9, 1993 
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• One Scholar 
• One Scholar 
• One Scholar 
• One Scholar 
• One Scholar 
• One Scholar 
for the Sciences 
for the Arts 
for Business 
for the Humanities 
for Technology 
for Education 
Your attention to this very important matter 
appreciated. 
jm 
will be 

Central 
Washington 
University 
July 23, 1993 
Dr. Sidney Nesselroad 
Faculty Senate Chair 
Music Department 
Campus 
Office of the Provost and 
Vice President for r\cademic ,\ffairs 
208H t3ouillon 
Ellensburg. washington 98926 
(509) 063-1401 
(7/23/93-335.PRV) 
RECEIVED 
SEP 3 0 1993 
Dear Sid: u.bv AI.,....~.,...... .. -
r.v~ . .- ·;r 
Per our conversation, I am writing to lay before the Seiate a request for its 
consideration of my suggestion to make the Provost a ~ member of the 
Senate. You . will remember I also suggested that the status of deans as possible 
members also might be considered by you and your colleagues. 
Rather than rehearse here the reasons I gave to you as part of our discussion, let 
me again offer to come over and discuss this matter in an informal session with 
you and the executive committee. 
May I thank you in advance for your consideration of this matter. 
Sincerely, 
Th~;.zoore 
Provost/Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
/kb 
-~ 
I • 
To: 
From : 
Re: 
Central 
Washington 
University 
Sidney Nesselroad, Chair 
July29, 1993 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
Libby Street, Chair ~ ~ 
Faculty Senate Pe~ Committee 
Overload 
Cornrnuniry l'syc·holo).lical 
Scr\'in·s Cr·nl!'r 
1 's\ c ·tJolo).ly 1 luilclin~. Sui I<' 118 
i:lil'llSl Jllr~. \\' iiSllill).\IOJl ~J8U26 
RECEIVED 
SEP 2 1 1993 
C\1/'J FACULH S~t!!.7£ 
At the end of the academic year, the Faculty Senate Personnel Committee was rather 
overwhelmed with the salary adjustment proposal. Thus, I am just now submitting the report 
of the committee's deliberations about overload. These deliberations were specific to questions 
raised in a January 5, 1993 memo from Barney Erickson. In the memo, he requested that we 
review the status of overload at this university. Specifically, the charge asks the Committee to 
determine 
1. how many faculty are regularly committed to teaching and nonteaching "overloads" 
and "special assignments" (including continuing education); 
2. on what basis overload responsibilities are assumed (e.g., voluntary assignments, 
' non-voluntary assignments, overcommitment due to lack of departmental faculty, etc.); 
3. if faculty are being compensated for overloads and special assignments, a~d if so, 
how (e.g., additional pay, privileges, released time, etc.); 
4. if a uniform/flat pay rate per credit is being routinely established by the provost and 
observed for all special assignments (per ~ section 8.44); and 
5. if prior approval for special assignments and payment is being observed. 
To begin our discussion, we would like to clarify several potential definitional problems 
that can confuse the discussion about extended responsibilities of faculty. There appear to be at 
least three ways these extended assignments can occur: A faculty member can extend his 
"teaching load" through agreeing to student requests to sponsor theses, projects, independent 
study, directed research, or other similar non-scheduled activities, can accept "overload" 
assignments, or can request or agree to "special assignments" which include continuing 
education credits. Each of these is addressed in the .GQ.d.e and will be described below. 
University faculty teaching loads at CWU are established at 36 contact hours per year. The 
contact hours may or may not be assigned equally across the three quarters. During the process 
of collecting data for the NCATE review, the assigned contact hours for a11 faculty in the 
Center for the Preparation of School Personnel were reviewed. TypicaUy, assigned teaching 
loads were maintained within the 36 contact hour requirement. However, faculty in many 
departments were carrying actual teaching loads far in excess of 36 contact hours per year. 
The excess is accounted for primarily by the categories established in the Q.Q.® (7.20B1a(4)): 
"Individual study supervision (all courses titled thesis (or equivalent), and individual study 

{296,496, 5961) Urukrgraduate level- 8 student credit hours= I contact hour; 500 level- 6 student 
credit hours = I contact hour; 599-600-600.0 -6 thesis committees = I contact hour (membership 
on thesis, or equivalent, committee other than chair)." In most departments, faculty elect 
these particular assignments that are not included in the assigned teaching load even though 
there is, in many departments, an implicit assumption that faculty will provide such 
opportunities for students. Arranged courses and directed research also are common in some 
departments. Faculty are not required to provide these opportunities but again there is some 
implicit assumption that they will. Many, though not all, of these special opportunities require 
the signature of a department chair to be approved. However, there appears to be little 
monitoring of the actual hours spent by each faculty member. Some departments attempt a 
"green stamp" plan whereby faculty who are heavily committed in these areas can eventually 
receive a reduction in load. However, the monitoring and implementation of these plans 
seems to vary across departments and, indeed, reflect rather arbitrary and capricious 
procedures. 
The .c&!k defines overload (Section 8.42) as "an assignment beyond the normal load 
guidelines (Section 7.20), and most often involves additional teaching." Faculty can, 
according to ~ "accept overload classes at the request of the university" and "shall be 
compensated accordingly." In addition, this same secti.on of the ~ allows for nonteaching 
assignments beyond assigned load to be compensate~ although there is little specification of 
the types of non-teaching activities that might be assigned. There is some confusion about the 
dictate that faculty "shall be compensated accordingly" though the precedent is to pay 
according to the following formula (for fulltime faculty only): ((annual salary/3) X .8) X (# of 
credits of overload/12). Overload pay is almost always awarded for teaching assignments 
rather than non-teaching assignments. Provost Schliesman reported that overload 
assignments are rare (about one course per year in each of the three schools) and such 
assignments are usually due to illness, death, or uncontrollable problems which occur 
requiring faculty to cover affected courses. Typically, the department chair forwards a request 
for an overload assignment through the dean to the provost's office where final approval is 
granted. 
The provost reported that there is currently no plan to put overload teaching on a fiXed 
amount contract. There is a definite prior approval requirement for this kind of overload 
assignment. 
Section 8.44 allows for a "uniform or flat pay rate per credit taught" to be established for 
special or part-time teaching assignments. Such rates shall be "established by the provost and 
vice president for academic affairs and observed for all such assignments including those in 
continuing education." It is the last part of section 8.44 that seems to negate the inclusion of 
overtime in this flat pay rate category. The code says, "This shall apply to adjunct faculty as 
well as to regular faculty who wish to teach an extra class and be reimbursed." It appears from 
this section that faculty who reguest an additional load through continuing education or in 
some other way are then reimbursed at the flat rate and are thus distinguished from the faculty 
who are~ to take on an overload assignment. Section 8.44 is, however, a bit ambiguous 
about this distipction; the faculty might benefit from greater clarity in this section of the QQd.e... 
Currently, the "uniform or flat pay rate" is set at $400 per credit and is the rate of 
reimbursement for adjunct faculty as well as for full-time faculty who are teaching in 
continuing education. The rate is sometimes adjusted for specialized courses. 
Full time faculty teach very few continuing education courses. During fall quarter, 1992, 
ten continuing education courses were taught by full time faculty. Typically, there are slightly 
more courses offered during spring quarter than in other quarters. Any courses offered 
through continuing education must be approved by the department chair and dean of the 
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department identified in the course prefix. Thus, any courses with a psychology prefix must be 
approved by the Psychology Department chair and the CLAS dean. ~establishes a limit for 
the number of credits of special assignments (continuing education) that a faculty member 
can undertake. Special assignments are typically considered by the university to be above and 
beyond teaching loads; accrediting bodies, however, have shown some tendency to include 
special assignments as part of a faculty member's load. 
Several other issues that result in faculty experiencing teaching loads in excess of~ 
were discussed by the committee. To put our recommendations into perspective, we describe two 
of these issues 
The Code (7.20B lf) indicates that "lf .. a large class must be taught or a department or 
faculty member seeks to teach a large class, appropriate adjustments should be made to assist 
the instructor such as teaching assistance, clerical help and supplies". There is no evidence 
that this guideline is being followed. Further, there is no definition of "large class." 
Committee members felt that unusually large classes (i.e., 50 or more) place greater burdens 
on faculty that are not currently balanced by reduced loads, additional pay, or additional 
resources. This is particularly true in an age where faculty are encouraged to move away from 
scantron scored multiple choice tests to alternate forms of assessment. 
Faculty in some areas are implicitly if not explicitly expected to undertake activities that have 
both teaching and non-teaching components, e.g., producing, directing, or costuming a 
drama; directing musical performance groups. A complete list of current activities that might 
be of this type is not available. Further, rules for awarding credit for these activities are not 
specified in the !&de. and current procedure appears to vary from department to department. A 
further complication arises because of the directive that 20% of one's load is for activities such 
as advising and committee work. It's unclear in many departments the degree to which the 
activities we've specified here exceed the 20% expectation or are incorporated into it. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. Clarify Sections 8.42 and 8.44 of the c..o..d.e to improve the distinction between requested 
assignments and overload and to more clearly indicate that the latter is paid as a percentage of 
the faculty member's pay classification according to the formula described above. 
2. Clarify in section 7.20Blf, the meaning of "large class" and the specific benefits that will 
accrue to faculty who teach these large classes. The class size issue becomes particularly 
important as increased enrollments and reduced faculty numbers may make larger classes 
and the need for support tnore common. Students often point to small class size at Central 
Washington University as a benefit that distinguishes it, and the other regional universities, 
from the two research universities. If larger classes are to become the norm, efforts must be 
undertaken to ensure that quality of instruction remains high and that some faculty are not 
inequitably saddled with the resulting burden. 
3. Add a section to the~ that establishes load equivalents of major responsibilities for 
activities such as staging a musical, opera, or play; directing a musical group; organizing 
History Day, or other common and notably weighty activities. 
4. Continue the practices currently established with respect to overload as defined in Section 
8.42 and Special Assignments as defined in Section 8.44. We found that both are being used in 
the manner that seems to have been intended, they are not overused, the precedent for 
reimbursement seems to be consistent with .~and, except for clarifying sections 8.42 and 
8.44 as recommended above, there appears to be no need to change current practice. 
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5. The major way in which faculty loads are distorted without reimbursement to the faculty 
member is through the additional teaching assignments as specified in 7.20B 1 a(4). This 
·problem is particularly acute in departments that maintain a large graduate enrollment and 
thus are responsible to support thesis activities. In most departments, faculty activity records 
show large differences between assigned teaching load and actual teaching load. Clearly 
many faculty members elect to participate in these additional activities. However, those who do 
establish an implicit expectation that others will undertake heavier loads as well. The obvious 
first step is for deans and chairs to ensure that loads are maintained at 36 credits per year 
including these additional teaching responsibilities, e.g., a faculty member who undertakes 8 
student credit hours of independent study or thesis would have her assigned teaching load 
reduced by 1 credit. Second, departments should be encouraged to establish gujdelines about 
when and how additional teaching responsibilities will be undertaken, e.g., distribution of 
thesis responsibility across faculty. Third, departments that depend heavily on arranged 
courses or independent studies to round out a major course of study should devise a way that 
students can readily complete the major. with assigned courses. At no time should faculty be 
asked to undertake independent studies or arranged courses to cover for lack of adequate 
faculty. 
6. Section 7.20B 1 a(4) of the~ does not explicitly include cooperative education internships 
supervision. Some departments require a cooperative education experience and such 
experiences must be supervised. In some departments, load credit is not assigned for this 
responsibility. In other departments, internships occur only during summer quarter and are 
handled on a self-support basis. There is clearly no consistently administered policy with 
respect to this important educational requirement. We recommend that section 7.20Bla(4) 
include an explicit formula for cooperative education internship supervision, specifically that 
every 30 credit hours of internship supervision equal one load point. 
, 7. Data collection procedures for overload and special assignments seem to be adequate. 
'However, the procedure for obtaining data with respect to the question of actual vs. assigned 
load has not been elegant. It might be a good idea to ask Institutional Studies identify on the 
faculty analysis form whether a particular activity is an assigned teaching activity, a selected 
teaching activity, a special assignments, or an overload. Until this is done, the process of 
distinguishing between these "distortions" of load requires a great deal of handwork by 
departmental staff. During the NCATE process, hours were spent by several administrators 
teasing out the information. Seems like it should be easier. 
We're not sure where we should go from here. If there are other issues for the Senate 
Personnel Committee to address with respect to overload, they can be included in the 1993-94 
charge. Further, it might be wise to discuss some of the issues we've raised with the new 
Provost who might want to recommend other changes or courses of action. In any event, some 
of these recommendations will require Senate action and Code changes during the 1993-94 
academic year. 
pc. David Anderson 
Jim Hawkins 
Pat Maguire 
Blaine Wilson 
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SEP 2 9 1993 
CWU FACUliY SHJ/ifE 
Sidney Nesselroad, Chair 
Faculty Senate 
Cental Washington University 
Dear Sid, 
Owen Pratz 
Dept . of Psychology 
cwu 
Sept . 27, 1993 
I wrote a letter to the senate last April regarding the 
problem of students who are absent the first day of class. Once 
again I'd like to urge the faculty senate to change our policy on 
dropping absent students from our rolls during the first week of 
class. As it stands now, we cannot drop non-attending students 
until after the third day of instruction. I ask that this be 
changed to allow the instructor to drop any student who is not in 
attendance during ·the first class meeting, or who is absent at 
any time during the entire add/drop period. Please note that 
this is a request for permission to do so, not for a requirement 
to do so. 
The problem is exemplified by my PSY 314 class this fall. The 
class was capped at 57, and a waiting list was maintained by the 
registrar. The registrar's waiting list closed at 69, and I had 
three more students who informally requested admission at the 
f irs·t class meeting. The classroom holds only 69 stude_nts. At 
the first meeting, as usual, a number of students who had 
registered for the class were not present. Not only did they 
miss out on the content of the first meeting, but they displaced 
other students waiting to get into the class. 
I see no good reason for the above situation. If a student is 
interested in the class, they should be there the first meeting . 
If they are unavoidably prevented from attending, they should 
contact the instructor and make other arrangements. If the class 
is not filled and it is of no concern to the instructor, then it 
could be allowed to pass. But in situations where the classroom 
is filled and other students are waiting to enroll, the 
instructor should have the ability to make room for students who 
are interested enough to be there . 
I request that you charge to academic affairs committee to 
examine this question with the goal of revising the policy to 
allow instructors to drop from their rolls those students who are 
absent during the first class meeting or who are absent during 
any of the subsequent add/drop days. 

Central 
Washington 
University 
October 4, 1993 
Sidney Nesselroad 
Faculty Senate Chair 
CWU Campus 
Dear Sid: 
His to ry Department 
Language & Litera ture lOOT 
Ellensburg, WashingJon 98926-7500 
(509) 963-1655 
T OO: 963-3323 
RECEIVED 
OCT ti 1993 
It has recently come to my attention that the Deans Council, at a 
meeting in June 1993, altered significantly some of the committee 
assignments that had earlier been worked out by the Senate 
Executive Committee. In particular, the General Education 
Committee and the Assessment Committee memberships were changed, 
apparently to suit the whims of members of the administration and 
without objection by the Faculty Senate Chair. It was also 
accomplished without explanation or informing the Executive 
Committee. 
As the Code is silent on this matter, it has been custom for the 
committee assignment list to be presented to the Deans Council, 
but it is also the custom for the latter to give perfunctory 
approval to the nominations submitted by the Senate Executive 
Committee. Failing this, the Faculty Senate Chair has normally 
insisted that the original assignments be honored. 
I urge you, as current Senate Chair, to restore the original 
Executive Committee assignments to University committees. I find 
it particularly reprehensible for retiring deans to practice 
"amakudari" (Japanese for "descending from heaven") by placing 
themselves on committees against the wishes of the 
representatives of the faculty. 
Faculty committees should be kept within the purview of the 
faculty with decisions of the Executive Committee honored. It is 
the most suitable way to maintain collegiality and trust on the 
one hand and faculty control of faculty matters on the other. 
Sincerely, 
A~ 
Daniel B. Ramsdell 
Professor of History 
kjs 

Associated Students Central Washington University 
SUB 106 
Ellensburg, Washington 98926 
(5091 963-1693 
Petition for Amendment of Bylaws 
RECEiVED 
OCT 4 1993 
The Faculty Senate members who signatures appear below formally petition to amend the 
Faculty Senate Bylaws, page 6, section IV, B, 1. 
The second sentence in the named section reads in part: " ... one ( 1) non-voting student 
member shall be appointed to each of these committees by the Faculty Senate Executive 
Committee from among the student representatives of the Faculty Senate." 
This petition requests to amend the sentence to read (beginning after the word 
"Committee"): " ... one voting student member shall be appointed to three of these 
committees by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee from among the student body." 
Adoption of the amendment will allow for the students serving on Faculty Senate 
Committees to vote, as do the student Faculty Senate members, and for the students to be 
drawn from the entire student body, similar as to the system used for the faculty. 
h M 
. '~--------
0 . angwm 
AS WU Representative for Academic Affairs 
culty Senate, Student Member 1993-94 
AA 1 {\-fen'-./ ~CLUbl c~ ~j;v~tarbuck 
Fac~~~ber1993-94 
Kris Henry 
Faculty Senate, Student Mem er (temporary until permanent elected) 

